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Since the Federal Reserve Board continues to postpone increasing their interest rate, savers continue to wait
for higher returns as well. Unfortunately, I see a lot of people getting antsy to increase the yields on their
investments resulting in risky or less than ideal decisions.
This was driven home recently when a longtime client acknowledged purchasing an investment paying 3.5
percent interest. At first glance, this sounded great when most CDs and other interest-paying investments
are paying less than one percent. The caveat was that she would have to wait eight years before she earned
the full return offered. For a 79-year old, that seemed a bit too long to wait.
I’ve seen this in other situations with certain types of real estate
investments paying over 5 percent yields which also appeared very
attractive except the money was also tied up for significant periods of
time or the repayment of the original investment was at risk.
The reality is that the choices are limited for someone who wants to
earn more interest without taking on more risk. Despite some of the
advertisements you may see or stories you’re told, you won’t see
higher returns until interest rates in general rise.
Sadly, the main thing you can do is acknowledge the reality of the environment we live in today. While you
may recall interest rates over 5 percent on CDs from a decade ago (or even double-digit returns for those
saving in the late 1970 or early 1980s), our world has changed a lot since then.
Prudent investors today realize they must hold a variety of assets that perform differently in changing
economic conditions. Holding assets that generate very little return is still appropriate when held in
combination with other assets that generate a higher return but also involve greater risk.
One benefit of low interest rates is that mortgage rates and interest rates on other
types of debt continue to be low which reduces the cost of financing homes or other
purchases. Another factor that has delayed interest rates from rising has been low
inflation which has kept the price of many goods and services from rising
significantly. Someday, we may even fondly recall the days of low interest rates and
inflation.
No matter when rates change, successful investors know that patience and
discipline are more important than the ability to forecast the future. My
recommendation is to prepare now for whatever change the future may bring.

October 20 Workshop – Navigating the Medicare Maze
At age 65, there's a series of decisions that need to be made regarding healthcare coverage, specifically
Medicare. Health care costs rise with age and it is imperative that the right choices be made because there's
a small window of opportunity to "get it right.” We'll be holding a session to help you navigate the Medicare
maze.
November 17 Panel Discussion – Is Retirement Grass Greener?
You’re invited to join Financial Service Group for an interactive panel discussion about what life after
retirement is like. The panel will consist of several retirees who have taken different paths since retiring. They
will share what has surprised them, what to expect, and other valuable insights from the other side of the
retirement fence.
Our sessions begin promptly at 6:30 p.m. Clients and guests are welcome, but seating is limited. Please
reserve your spot by calling 262-554-4500.

In September Financial Service Group was pleased to host members of the Racine Association of
Manufacturers and Commerce (RAMAC) for a Blender After 5. The team also dedicated a day giving back to
our Racine community by volunteering at River Bend Nature Center.

